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EXO_10 - Perspective:

It's better to be involved in a solution, executing a plan of action, than succeed at doing 
nothing.

It's better to find something to put your heart into, than hold back in fear, insecurity and doubt.

It feels fantastic to be fit, healthy, disciplined, motivated, determined, resourceful and combat 
capable, but realize that we do not need to be perfect, indestructible or indomitable to take 
action.

It's incredible when we can see the world through another persons eyes and understand so 
much more, all the while increasing our perspective, perception, awareness, understanding 
and insight.

Generating positive constructive suggestions, perspectives, ideas and solutions, focusing on 
what we want with feeling, intensity, energy and a co-operative outlook is incredibly 
productive, worthwhile and rewarding.

Taking any action at all in the direction of our goals is thousands of times more powerful than 
indecision, inaction and not knowing, we learn, get feedback, refine our methods, apply 
ourselves and get things done.

It's better to stand up for and believe in something, than fall for anything and live for nothing at 
all.

It's important to live life to the full and express the best of who we are and what we can do.

It's important to have ambition, motivation and determination and confidently pursue our 
ideals.

Create and pursue positive opportunities that encourage us to express our gifts, talents and 
dreams.

Having a vision, purpose and mission is important, we need to make effort not excuses and 
trust that the best will happen and that we will achieve our ambitious goals and greatest 
expectations. 

Confidently live by our ideals, the expression of who we are and what we have to offer.

Everyone has value, unique and fully capable of involvement in their particular way. 

We can invent our way, learn, grow, excel, understand and recognize what we have in 
common, build solid relationship with integrity and everyday happiness, positive intentions 
and expectations. We are in the time of the renaissance, transformation and evolution of our 
society, as we choose to make a difference, let us choose to make friends and worthwhile 
contributions to our country and the human race and defend those things that we value and 
work towards those things we want to experience and create.  We can exercise our 
responsibilities and be diligent, manage business,  invest energy, time and resources to 
create an action plan right now and work toward making an ideal future! 

It's all about perspective...we need to perceive and be aware of creating an alternate reality.
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